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Fig. 1.1: Combustion chamber in liquid rocket engines [1].
Fig. 1.2: Injector and chamber of the Vul-
cain rocket engine [2].
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Fig. 1.4: Eects of pressure on cryogenic round jets [6]. Pr is the pressure-to-critical
pressure ratio.
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(b) Change of isobaric specic heat to temperature.
Fig. 1.6: Change of thermondynamic properties of nitrogen near the critical point ob-
tained by NIST database [7]. The critical pressure and temperature of nitrogen are 3.4
MPa and 126.2 K, respectively.
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(a) In LOX/GH2 coaxial ame
(b) In LOX/GCH4 coaxial ame
Fig. 1.8: Coaxial ame holding structures at near-injector eld [55].
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1.2 ????? 13
Fig. 1.9: Eect of recess on cold-ow LN2/He coaxial jet [61]: non-recessed injector (left),
1D-recessed injector (middle), and 2D-recessed injector (right), D is the diameter of the
inner injector.
Fig. 1.10: Eect of connement on two-dimensional wake [64]: (a) h = 1, (b) h = 0:7,
h is a connement parameter dened as a raio between the width of upper ow and the
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x = xxu+ 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xzw   qx
y = 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yyv + 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zzw   qz
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???????????????? (x; y; z)??????? (; ; )???????????
????????????????????????????????????
 = (x; y; z; t)
 = (x; y; z; t)
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266664
0
xxx + yxy + zxz
xyx + yyy + zyz
xzx + yzy + zzz







xxx + yxy + zxz
xyx + yyy + zyz
xzx + yzy + zzz
xx + yy + zz
377775
????U?V?W ????????????
U = xu+ yv + zw
V = xu+ yv + zw (2.17)
W = xu+ yv + zw
??????
???? 2.13??????????????????????????????????





?????????AUSM?Advection Apstream Splitting Method???????????
? SLAU [75]??????AUSM??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????AUSM























j;k;l) =  t[ ~Ej+ 12 ;k;l   ~Ej  12 ;k;l + ~F j;k+ 12 ;l   ~F j;k  12 ;l + ~Gj;k;l+ 12   ~Gj;k;l  12
 Re 1( ~Evj+ 12 ;k;l   ~Evj  12 ;k;l + ~F vj;k+ 12 ;l   ~F vj;k  12 ;l + ~Gvj;k;l+ 12   ~Gvj;k;l  12 )]
n (2.19)
~E?~F?~G??????????????????????????????? ?????
??????????  = 0?? Euler????????????????????j ???










~Ej+ 12   ~Ej  12
i
(2.20)





























































f(u)L + (u)R   jujg (1  g)  
2c
p (2.25)




















juj = LjuLj+ RjuRj
L + R
g =  max[min(ML; 0);  1)] min[max(MR; 0); 1)]
2.2 ??????? 23
????






















(2 ML)(ML + 1)2; ifjMLj  1
1
2





(2 +MR)(MR   1)2; ifjMRj  1
1
2




?????????????????????Monotone Upstream-centered Schemes for
Conservation Law?MUSCL?? [77]? Van Albada [78]???????????????
? q = ( u v w p)T ?????
qL;j+ 12 = qj +
s
4
[(1  s)  + (1 + s)+]j ;
qR;j+ 12 = qj+1  
s
4
[(1  s)+ + (1 + s) ]j+1 (2.28)
????(+)j = qj+1  qj ; ( )j = qj   qj 1 ???????????????????
???? = 1??? 2?????? = 1=3??? 3?????????????????
?????? = 1=3????s???????????????????????????
??? Van Albada limiter?? s?????????
s =
2+  + 
(+)2 + ( )2 + 
?  ' 10 6 ????+ =   = 0????????????????????????
???????











?????????? 2 ???????????? 3 ??? TVD Runge-Kutta ? [79]
??3???????????????????????? Lower-Upper Symmetric-Gauss-








????RHS ????????????TVD Runge-Kutta ?????????????
???
















??? 2.16??? 2.18?? 2.19??????????
Q^
n+1   Q^n =  t





















































? 2.34??????? LDU?Lower-Diagonal-Upper??????????????? L?
???? D?????? U ? 3??????h
I +t

A^+ B^ + C^
i
= L+D + U
 [L+D]D 1[D + U ] (2.36)
[L+D]D 1[D + U ]Q^ = (RHS) (2.37)
????
L+D = I +t

  A^
+ +   B^
+ +   C^
+   A^    B^    C^ 

(2.38)
D = I +t

A^+   A^  + B^+   B^  + C^+   C^ 

(2.39)
D + U = I +t

  A^
  +   B^
  +   C^

























26 ? 2? ?????
~%(A^)? A^????????????  ????????????????????????




















































































???? =  =  = 1????????? 2.43? 2.45??????????????
???
A^Q^
  E^ (2.46)
???? 2.41???
A^+   A^  = %(A^)I
B^+   B^  = %(B^)I (2.47)
C^+   C^  = %(C^)I










?? n+ 1???????m?????????????? 2.31??
Q^
(m)   Q^n = Q^(m) + Q^(m 1)   Q^n =  t








(m)   Q^(m 1) (2.49)








=  (Q^(m 1)   Q^n) t





























???? 2?????????? 2.16?????????????? 3????????
??????????? 2.48? Euler????????????? 2????????
3Q^
































@E^ + @F^ + @G^
(m 1)#
(2.54)



























??SA???? [87]?????????????????? RANS??? LES?????






? Delayed Detached-Eddy Simulation?DDES? [90]?????????????????
?????????? Improved DDES?IDDES? [91]?????????
?????????????? LES/RANS ????????????? DES ????




?????????? f ??????? f ??????????? f 0 ??????















































30 ? 2? ?????
??????????????????????????????????? 2.1?????
??????????????????
 = l + t (2.60)
????l ????????????????????
??????????????????????













???? LES??????ILES?Implicit LES??? LES????????Monotonically
Integrated LES?MILES? [92]???????????????????????????
??LES??????????????????????????????????????
??????? Sub Grid Scale????SGS?????????????????? ILES
??????????????????????????????????????????
? SGS??????????????????????????????????????




















= cb1 ~S~ +
1












????t ?????????~ ?????????????????????dw ????
????????????????SA???????????????????? 2.62??
??? 1??????? 2??????? 3?????????????????
~S = S +
fv2~
2d2w










; g = r + Cw2(r








Cb1 = 0:1355;  =
2
3







; Cw2 = 0:3; Cw3 = 2; Cv1 = 7:1 (2.67)
?????????????????????????????????RANS ????
???????? LES???????????????????????????? RANS
? LES????????????????????? DES [86]? DDES [90, 91]????
???????
???????????????? lHyb ????????????? lHyb ?? 2.62??
dw ???????
lHyb = lRANS   fdmaxf0; (lRANS   lLES)g; (2.68)









32 ? 2? ?????
rd ????????????????? 1?????????????????????fd
????? 0????????????????? 1??????????????????
?? lRANS ?? lLES ?????????????????Figure 2.2??????? fd ?
lHyb ???????????lRANS ? SA????????????? dw ????lLES ? 0
???????? LES????? 2.62? ~ ? 0????????????????????
lHyb = lRANS = dw ????????? SA??????????????????????
???????????????????? 0?????????????????????





















































V   b  
a(T )












u = 1; w = 0
f(!a) = 0:48 + 1:574!a   0:176!2a
a = 0:42748R2T 2cr=pcr; b = 0:08664RTcr=pcr
PR
u = 2; w =  1
f(!a) = 0:37464 + 1:54226!a   0:26992!2a




????????????????????????? [101]???????? ei ????





















34 ? 2? ?????
??????? Cv ?????????????????????????

















































V   b  
a @@T






















V 2 + ubV + wb2


























u2   4w loge
V   C+V   C 
 (2.80)
C =



































NIST?????? [7]???????? Fig. 2.3???????????????????
??????? 3.4 MPa?126.2 K????SRK???????????????????





























































































































????? [102]???????????? Vasserman??????? [103]?????
























































(b) Isobaric specic heat
Fig. 2.4: Comparison of thermondynamic properties of nitrogen at 5 MPa between SRK
and PR equation of state.
????
Zeberg-Mikkelsen?????????????????????? 0 ??????? f
?????
 = 0 + f ; (2.82)
??????????????

















d1 = 19:1275 10 7; d2 =  53:0591 10 7; d3 = 0:184743;
r = 0:0901145 10 12; a =  0:760370 10 12; rr = 3:50877 10 21 (2.86)
?????
Vasserman????????????? ?
 = ((r) + (r)Tr + (r)0(Tr)) 10 3; (2.87)
2.6 ?????? 37
????Tr = T=Tcr?r = =cr ????0(Tr)??? ??????????????
0(Tr) =  1:22 + 14:63Tr   1:737T 2r + 0:1738T 3r   0:00683T 4r ;
(r) = 7:561r + 39:394
2
r   42:2963r + 18:8134r   2:3755r;
(r) =  4:788r + 33:8362r   47:7553r + 24:6974r   4:4795r;
(r) = 1 + 0:4572r   3:97492r + 5:55433r   2:70794r + 0:45595r; (2.88)

































































Fig. 2.5: Transport properties of nitrogen obtained using the models by Zeberg-Mikkelsen





??????????????????????Fortied Solution Algorithm?FSA? [104]
?????????????????????? 3?? Navier-Stokes??? 2.16????
???????
@tQ^+ @E^ + @F^ + @G^ = Re
 1










??????????????? ???????????????  = 103???????
????????  = 0????? 2.31?? 2.34?????????????? 2.89??


















































j = jmax ????????????????????????????????????
?????? 1??????????????
jmax = jmax 1 (2.93)
ujmax = ujmax 1 (2.94)
pjmax = pch (2.95)
??????






?????????????????????? u = v = w = 0?????? 0????
???????????????????????????????








(xx + yy + zz)
C =   1
D
fU(xu + yv + yw) + V (xu + yv + yw)g






????????????? 2.96?  ??? 2????????????
Ap +Bp +










































??????? q = (;u; p)T ????????????????????
qk=1 = qk=kmax 4 (2.101)
qk=2 = qk=kmax 3 (2.102)
qk=kmax 1 = qk=4 (2.103)
qk=kmax = qk=5 (2.104)
40 ? 2? ?????
???????
3?????????? l = lmax???????????????????? q = (;u; p)T










? [105, 106] ???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? q = (;u; p)T ???
?????????????????




;  = Cx (2.107)
????? l?r????????????????R?????????x??????








??????? 3.4 MPa?126.2 K?????????????????????? 4 MPa
??125 K?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????Terashima ? [35] ????????????? 4
??????????????????????????????????????????







Table 3.1: Initial condition of supercritical round jet simulation. The experiments per-
formed by Mayer et.al [10].
; kg=m3 T; K p; MPa u; m=s Re
Jet 435:0 125:2 3:97 19.6 1:7 105
Chamber 45:0 300:0 3:97 0 -
42 ? 3? ????





























Fig. 3.1: Computational grid used in the three-dimenisonal round jet simulation.
3.1 ????????????????????? 43
???? LU-SGS???????????????? ILES/RANS???????????








?????Schmitt? [31]?Terashima? [35]? LES??????????????????










Fig. 3.2: Instantaneous density contour.

















































Fig. 4.1: Schematic of co-owing planar jet.
46 ? 4? ??????? 2?????????????
4.1 ????




???????????????????????????????????? J ? 1??
6?????????????????????????????????? H ? 0.5 mm?
??????? h? 0.25 mm?????????? Rn????????? t???????





??????????????????????????? Fig. 4.2??????? Fig. 4.3




Table 4.1: Condition of the co-planar jet simulations.












Uout; m=s 92:0 130:0 183:0 225:0
J 1:0 2:1 4:0 6:0
Uout=Uin 3:07 4:33 6:1 7:5
ReH(105) 1:8
Reh(105) 1:3 1:9 2:7 3:3
4.2 ???????? 47
?????? Table 4.2????? 40??????????Middle??????? 22??
??????Coarse??? 60 ?????????Fine?????????????????
Rn = 0H ? 2H ? 2?????????????? t = 0:25H ??????? Table 4.1?
J2??????????????????????????????????? 1????




 = (  ch)=(in   ch) (4.1)
Rn = 0H ?????????????????????????????????????
????????????x=H > 2????????????? Coarse?????????
???????????????????????????Middle?????? Fine???
















(b) Near-injector view of Rn = 0H grid (c) Near-injector view of Rn = 2H grid
Fig. 4.3: Computational grids for co-owing planar jet simulation. Every two-grid points
are shown.
4.2 ???????? 49
Table 4.2: Number of the grid points in the axial and transverse direction, and total
number of the grid points used in grid sensitivity study.
Chamber Inner Outer Recess Total (Recessed grid)
Coarse 351 507 201 131 141 55 141 327 2:20 105(2:66 105)
Middle 501 661 231 181 171 81 205 461 4:01 105(4:95 105)




























(b) For Rn = 2H grid
Fig. 4.4: Mean density prole on the inner-jet centerline for Coarse, Middle, and Fine
grid.
50 ? 4? ??????? 2?????????????
4.3 ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
??????? t? 0:25H ?????????? Rn? 0H?1H?2H?4H ???????
????????????????????? Fig. 4.5?????????????????
????? J ? 1?2?4?6???????
Rn=0H 
(Non-recessed)
Rn=1H Rn=2H Rn=4H 
H
















????????????????????????????????????? J = 2?





?????? Rn = 4? x=H  1??????????????????????????
???????????????????
4.3.2 ??????????
Figure 4.8??J = 2???????????????????????????????
????????????????
T  = (T   Tin)=(Tch   Tin) (4.2)
??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????Rn = 1?2?4H????????????? x=H = 0:5????????
??? x=H = 1:0   1:8??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????Figure 4.9??J = 2???????


























(a) Normalized density (b) Absolute vorticity




Fig. 4.6: Instantaneous elds of the normalized density and vorticity with varying the J
value at Rn = 0.
4.3 ????????????? 53
0 1 0 10







(a) Normalized density (b) Absolute vorticity
Fig. 4.7: Instantaneous elds of the normalized density and vorticity with varying the Rn
at J = 2.









???????????Figure 4.11??J = 2????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?/???????????????????????????????????
Figure 4.12??J = 2?????????????
p
00=in ????????????























(b) Mean normalized temperature





Fig. 4.9: Mean streamwise velocity proles on the transverse direction for J = 2.
56 ? 4? ??????? 2?????????????
0 0.33 0 0.124
(a) Root-mean-square streamwise velocity 
fluctuation
(b) Fluctuation intensity






𝑢′𝑢′ 𝑈$%&' 0.5(𝑢,𝑢, + 𝑣,𝑣,) 𝑈$%&0⁄
Fig. 4.10: Contours of root-mean-square streamwise velocity uctuations and uctuation



























Fig. 4.11: Fluctuation intensities on the



















Fig. 4.12: Root-mean-square density




??????????????????????????????Figure 4.13 ? J = 1?
4?6???????????????????Figure 4.8(a)????????J = 2???
?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????Fig. 4.13(a)???????J = 1??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
? J = 4?6?Fig. 4.13(a)?(b)???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
??J = 1???????? x=H = 1:0  2:0?????????????????????
? J = 2????Fig. 4.8(a)?????????????????J = 4? 6???????
?????????Figure 4.14??J = 1?4?6?????????????? RMS??













































(c) J = 6
Fig. 4.13: Mean density proles on the inner jet centerline for J = 1, 4, and 6.
58 ? 4? ??????? 2?????????????






































































(c) J = 6
Fig. 4.14: Root-mean-square density uctuation proles on the inner jet centerline for






































(b) Inner jet length to recess length
Fig. 4.15: Change of inner jet length L to the momentum ux ratio and recess length.
60 ? 4? ??????? 2?????????????
????????????????????Figure 4.15(b)???????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????LRn0 ??????? 0 ???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????Rn = 4H ?????????
J = 2?? 12%???????????????????J = 6????? 22%?????
???????????????????????? Rn = 2H ????????????
?????????????????????????Rn = 4H ????????????
J = 1?2???????????????????????
4.3.4 ????????
Figures 4.16? 4.17????????? v0 ?????????????????????
????????????? A?Fig. 4.16(a)?4.17(a)??????????????????
B?Fig. 4.16(b)?4.17(b)???????????????? C?Fig. 4.16(c)?4.17(c)????
???????????? A???J = 2????? 75 kHz?J = 6????? 109 kHz?
??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????J = 2??? B?C????? 43 kHz??J = 6












































































































(c) Probe C, x=H = 4:0; y=H = 0:0
Fig. 4.16: Power spectra of transverse velocity uctuations for J = 2.




































































































(c) Probe C, x=H = 3:0; y=H = 0:0




0:1H ?? 0:25H?0:5H ??????????????????????????????
????? Rn = 2H ????????????????????????????????
? Fig. 4.18??????????Table 4.1???? J = 2??????????????



















????????????? Fig. 4.20 ??????????????????????










0 2 4 6 8
x/H
0 2 4 6 8




??????????????????????????????? t = 0:5H ??????
????????????????????Figure 4.21????????????????










???????????????????????????????????? t = 0:25H ?
? 0:5H ???????????????? 0:25H ??????????????????
???????????? Fig. 4.23?????????????????????????



















66 ? 4? ??????? 2?????????????
-0.14 1.1
ݑ ܷ௢௨௧⁄


























0 2 4 6 8
x/H





Fig. 4.22: Instantaneous elds of the normalized density in the recessed and non-recessed
cases.
































Fig. 4.24: Change of inner jet length L to the post height t.
4.4 ??????????? 69
4.4.2 ????????????
























Ruiz?????????????????? 2?? DNS [44]?Zong??????/????
???? LES [43]?Schmitt??????/??????? LES [51]???????????
????????????????????????????????????? 0.14-0.17




??????? 2 ?? LES ?????????????Stt = 0:14   0:17???Ruiz ??
2?? DNS [44]????Stt = 0:15   0:18???????????Schmitt? [51]? Zong
? [43]?????????? 2?????????????????????










































































(b) Rn = 2H
Fig. 4.25: Power spectra of transverse velocity uctuation obtained at Probe A in Fig.4.22:

























100 200 300 400 500
Frequency, kHz
Rn0t05
































(b) Rn = 2H
Fig. 4.26: Power spectra of transverse velocity uctuation obtained at Probe B in Fig.4.22:
x=H = 2:0; y=H = 0:0.
4.4 ??????????? 71





Schmitt et al. [51], N2/N2 coaxial jet 0.25-0.30
Ruiz [44], LOX/H2 2D mixing layer 0.15-0.18
Zong et al. [43], LOX/CH4 ame 0.20















































?????????? Fig. 5.1????? Table 5.1?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????H ? 0.5 mm??
?????? h? 0.25 mm?????? t? 0.125 mm????????????????
??????????? Tani???????? [61]????????????Table 5.1?
Tani??????? [61]??????????????????????????????
????????????????????? 4?? 2????????????t025???
?????????????? Table 5.2?????????????? 5 MPa?????
????????????????????????? J ? 1?2?6???????????
????? Rn = 2D ??????????J ? 2?6?????????????????
?????Rn2J1????? Rn = 2D?J = 1??????????????
?????????????????? Figs. 5.2? 5.3???????????????
?? 2???????????????????????????????????????
300D??? 100D ????????????????????????? 50D??????
???? 50h????Figure 5.3(c)?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? 25D  10D ???
??????????????????????????????????????????
76 ? 5? ??????? 3???????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????










x = 0???????????????????????x = 300D ??????????
??????????????????????????????????? 3 ?????
?????????????????????? SLAU???????????? LU-SGS
????????????????? ILES/RANS ?????????? CFL ????
y+ = 80???? 1?????????????????????????????????








Fig. 5.1: Schematic of coaxial injector used in the present study.
5.1 ???? 77
Table 5.1: Conguration of coaxial injector.
Present Tani [61]
D, mm 0.5 2
t, mm 0.125 0.5
h, mm 0.25 1
Do, mm 1.25 5
Rn 0, 2D 0














J 1:0 2:1 6:0
Uout=Uin 3:07 4:33 7:5
ReD(105) 1:8











Fig. 5.2: Schematic of computational region in the coaxial jet simulation.








(b) Near-injector view from x direction
25D
10D
(c) Rn = 0D grid and Rn = 2D grid





???????????????????? Table 5.3????Rn = 0D ????????
???????? 750 ???? 2800 ????????????????????????
????????????????? y+ ' 1:0???????????????????
?????????????? CFL??????????????Table 5.2? J2????
???
Figure 5.4????????????????????????????????????







 = (  ch)=(in   ch) (5.1)
T  = (T   Tin)=(Tch   Tin) (5.2)
Coarse ?????????x=D > 4 ????????????????????????
???????????????????? Fig. 5.7 ?????????????????
Coarse??????????????????????????????????????
??????Middle??????????????????




Table 5.3: Number of the grid points of the grid in axial, circumferencial, and radial
direction used in grid sensitivity study.
Chamber Inner Outer Total
(a) Coarse 255 155 155 141 155 31 121 155 35 7:46 106
(b) Middle 345 155 175 141 155 35 121 155 41 10:9 106
(c) Fine (Baseline) 451 155 209 141 155 41 121 155 55 16:5 106
(d) Ultra Fine 645 155 251 145 155 51 121 155 71 27:6 106












(a) Coarse, 255 ×	155	× 155 (Chamber) 122 305T, K
(b) Middle, 345 ×	155	× 175 (Chamber)
(c) Fine, 451 ×	155	× 209 (Chamber)
(d) Ultra Fine, 645 ×	155	× 251 (Chamber)







Fig. 5.4: Instantaneous temperature contours.
82 ? 5? ??????? 3???????????
122 305
T, K
(a) Coarse, 255 ×	155	× 155 (Chamber)
(b) Middle, 345 ×	155	× 175 (Chamber)
(c) Fine, 451 ×	155	× 209 (Chamber)
(d) Ultra Fine, 645 ×	155	× 251 (Chamber)































Fig. 5.6: Mean proles on the centerline.



















Fig. 5.7: Mean centerline velocity prole on the radial direction.
x/D































































































(c) Probe C, x=H = 6:0; y=H = 0:5
Fig. 5.9: Power spectra of transvserve velocity ucutuation.
86 ? 5? ??????? 3???????????
5.3 ???????????
5.3.1 ????












































Fig. 5.11: Near-injector ow eld.


















Fig. 5.13: Near-injector ow elds: (a) normalized density, (b) Density isosurface corre-
sponds to  = 0:3 colored by the streamwise velocity.
5.3 ??????????? 89
5.3.2 ???













































????????????? [109, 112]????? POD ?? Freund ? [109] ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?? POD?????
J = 2 ????????????? POD ???? Fig. 5.16 ???????M ? POD
????????????0??1???????????????????POD?????
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Inner/outer mixing layer interaction
Fig. 5.15: Near-eld of iso-surface of the Q value colored by the temperature.
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(b) 1st Fourier mode
Fig. 5.16: 1st, 3rd, and 5th POD modes for J = 2.
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Fig. 5.19: Mean constant pressure specic heat proles on the centerline.
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Fig. 5.21: Radial proles of mean streamwise velcoity.
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Fig. 5.22: Comparison of mean jet length with earlier experimental [12, 23, 61] and nu-
merical data [51,52].
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Figure 5.23 ???? Q ?????????????????????????????
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(c) J = 6
Fig. 5.24: Contours of the root-mean-square of streamwise and radial velocity uctuations








































Fig. 5.26: Root-mean-square of density uctuation proles on the centerline.


























































(b) Inner jet length RMS to velocity ratio
Fig. 5.27: Inner jet length RMS.
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Fig. 5.28: Instantaneous ow elds for the Rn2J2 case: (a) normalized density, (b)
streamwise velocity.


























































Fig. 5.30: Iso-surface of the pressure colored by the temperature.
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Fig. 5.32: Mean streamwise velocity proles at the injector plane: x = 0 at Rn = 0D,






Fig. 5.33: Root-mean-square of streamwise velocity uctuation and turbulent kinetic
energy for J = 2.
(1) Boundary layer/vortex structure
interaction (2) Increased boundary layer thickness and
Weakened velocity gradient at shear-layer
(3) Development of large-scale vortex
Fig. 5.34: Flow structure in recessed coaxial injector.



















Fig. 5.35: Instantaneous normalized density: three-dimensinal (upper) and two-



























































































(b) J = 6
Fig. 5.38: Eects of the recess on the centerline density in three-dimensional and two-
dinemsional (-2D) results.
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?????? 1=4???? 0.55 mm?????????????????????????
? Fig. A.1????????????????????????????????????
??????? 431????????? 299????????????? 400H??????
100H ????????????????????????????????????????
Table A.1: Initial condition of supercritical round jet simulation. The experiments per-
formed by Mayer et.al [10].
; kg=m3 T; K p; MPa u; m=s Re
Jet 435:0 125:2 3:97 19.6 1:7 105
Chamber 45:0 300:0 3:97 0 -






(a) Overall view (every two-grid points are shown)
LN2
(b) Near-injector view
Fig. A.1: Computational grid used in two-dimensional planar-jet simulation.
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CFL = 1; 3; 5









































































(c) Initial-smoothend density prole into x
direction
(d) Initial density contour
Fig. A.2: Initial prole.
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A.2 ??
Figure A.3??CFL?? 1??????? 3?5?7?????????????????
?????????? TVD Runge-Kutta ??TVD RK????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
????????? 2??????m = 7??????TVD RK????????????








Figure A.5 ??y ?????? v0 ????????????????????????
? x=H = 4?y=H = 0:5 ? A ??x=H = 8?y=H = 0 ? B ?? 2 ???????A ??
????????30 kHz ?????????????????????????????
Kelvin-Helmholtz???????????????B?????????????????
???? 10 kHz??????????????? 2?????????? m = 3?? 7?
???????????????????????????????CFL = 1???m  3
?????????????
????????? m = 7 ?????CFL ?? 1?3?5 ??????????????
??? Fig. A.6??????????????CFL??????????????????
??m = 5? 7?????????????? Fig. A.7??????????CFL????
??????????????????????????????????? TVD RK??
?????????????m = 5???? CFL = 3?m = 7???? CFL = 5????
????????m = 5?CFL = 5?????????????
??????? Table A.2????????? Failed???????????Poor ??
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TVD Runge-Kutta, CFL=0.6 LU-SGS: m=3, CFL=1
LU-SGS: m=5, CFL=1 LU-SGS: m=7, CFL=1
0.1 1.0
ߩ/ߩ௜௡




































(b) Mean streamwise velocity prole into y direction
Fig. A.4: Mean density and streamwise proles with varing the number of subiteration
at xed CFL number.
132 ?? A ???????????
A B
(a) Probe A, x/H=4, y/H=0.5 (b) Probe B, x/H=8, y/H=0







Fig. A.6: Instantaneous density contours with varing the CFL number at xed number
of subteration.

































(b) m = 7
Fig. A.7: Mean density proles on the centerline with varing the CFL number at xed
number of subteration.
Table A.2: Summary of results; Failed indicates the result which simulation was failed,
Poor indicates the result which did not agree with the TVD RK result, and Fine indicates
the result which agrees with the TVD RK result.
CFL = 1 CFL = 3 CFL = 5
m = 1 Failed
m = 3 Fine Failed
m = 5 Fine Poor Failed









????? Table B.1 ??????1 ?????????????????? 1:4  105
????????????????????????????? Fig. B.1?????????








ILES???????? ILES?? DES [86]??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? LES?ILES??????????????????????????
Table B.1: Simulation condition.
M1 p1, MPa 1, kg=m3 ReD
0.3 0.1 1.12 1:4 105











?????van Nunen??????? [115]??Travin???? 2???3??? DES [116]
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Fig. B.2: Instantaneous streamwise velocity contour.



























Fig. B.4: Turbulent viscosity.
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